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UNIVERSITY RELATIONS, 1917 TO PRESENT DAY – SERIES D1-D6

Although this division was not formerly established until 1964, records of fund-raising activity date to 1911, the founding of the University. Today these files include those of the Vice-President of University Relations and the heads of Development, Public Relations and Alumni Relations.

A newspaper clippings collection of approximately 50 linear feet dates from 1919. There are also approximately 10 linear feet of press releases issued by Public Relations since 1928. Many campus publications have been created by this department and issue runs include magazines Loyola and VISTAS; newspapers Lion & Gryphon; Spirit and the newsletters This Week, This Month, LMU News, Grapevine, Loyola Letter, Community News and Development Report and Honor Roll.

Development Department records contain donor files beginning with a small box of index cards that records the names of approximately 500 donors to the university’s first major capital campaign, the Building Fund of 1928. We request that researchers contact staff regarding access and restrictions for the donor files.

Alumni Relations records include the magazine Alumnus, alumni directories, Alumni Association files and numerous artifacts from reunions and other activities. These alumni activity files include those of graduates of the original St. Vincent’s College.
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Series 1: Donor Pledge Cards

Series 2: Donor Data Cards

Aardena-Zwierlein

Cook
Cosgrove-Ellis

Ellit-Zwierlein

Series 3: Donor files

Abate - Ahmanson Foundation: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

Abbene ('78) - Abrahamian ('73): contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1982

Abbene ('78) - Adkins: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1983

Abell (LLS '75) - Atkinson (LLS '79): contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

Ackerman, Carl W.: amendment to family trust declaration; cor.; deed of trust; lease agreements; environmental reports; legal notices; memo.; news clippings; notes; obit.; property appraisal reports, trust accounting summaries, 1976-1993

1 From fire-insulated safe acc. 1997.

2 Cf. MS 9C
Adams Balmat, Mary (Adams Mastrovich Family Foundation): burial service program; cor.; memo.; news clippings; obit.; prospect card and report; reporting forms, 1981-1998


Ae-Ah: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1983


Ahmanson Foundation, 1975

Ai-Ai: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1984


Alcoa Foundation


Amador Foundation


American Honda

Amgen

Annenberg

Aq-Az: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1984


Arco


Atlantic Richfield Foundation, 1973-1975

Austin-Autry: contribution reporting forms and ack.; cor.; memo., 1981-1982

Avery, R. Stanton and Ernestine, 1981-1993

Avery-Azzarello: contribution reporting forms and ack.; cor.; memo., 1981-1982

Avon

[MS 9D3/4]
Babbitt ('29) - Banuilos: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984


Baggot (LLS '48) - Butler: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

Bahre - Balmat: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1983
Ban-Bd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1983
Bank of America
Bannon
Bao-Bd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Be-Bh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1983

[MS 9D3/5]

Bea-Bel: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Beaudet: contribution reporting forms and ack.; cor.; memo., 1981-1982
Beaumont Foundation, Louis D.,
Beaumont Foundation, Louis D.,
Bechtel, Stephen: bio. data sheets; cor.; news clippings; prospect form; receipts, 1984-1994
Bem-Bh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Berger Foundation
Beynon

Bianchi ('61) - Blystone, Jaspar: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Bianchi ('61) - Blystone, Jaspar: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982

Billowvista Corporation (Fritz Burns et al), 1957
Bm-Bp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Bolsky, Abraham
Bonca - Bozigian: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Bracci ('64) - Brennan: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Bracci ('64) - Brick ('22): contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982

[MS 9D3/6]

Brach Foundation

Bradley ('31) - Brockett: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Bradley Foundation

Bradshaw

Braun Foundation

Brennan ('47), Dr. John C.
Brett, Bobby

Briner

Broccoli

Brockmeier ('59)

[MS 9D3/6]

Brown, Dr. Julius

Bryan-Thompson ('79), 1984-1990

Brockway - Brya ('60): contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Broidy, Steve: contribution reporting forms; cor.; news clipping; report; testimonial program, 1977-1997

Brooks ('74) - Brunner ('70), 1984-1990

Bryant, Frank L. ('50), 1984-1990

Bu-Bz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Buchanon, John and Eugenie: 1978-1984

[MS 9D3/7]

Buckley

Burke, Martin J. ('26)

Burns, Fritz B.: bio. data sheet; contribution reporting form; cor.; estate trust legal notices and petition; news clippings; news release; obit.; will, 1958-1983

[MS 9D3/8]

3 Regent.

6
Burns, Fritz B.: bio. data sheet; contribution reporting form; cor.; estate trust legal notices and petition; news clippings; news release; obit.; will, 1958-1983

[MS 9D3/9]
Burns, F. Patrick: contribution reporting forms; cor.; legal notices; news clippings; newsletters; reports, 1978-1989

Byrens

[MS 9D3/10]
C: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ca-Cal: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Ca-Cd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983

Cahill, Mrs. J. Glennon⁴: evaluation forms; memo., 1970-1978

Cahn, Edgar D.: appraisal report; cor.; high school transcript; legal notices; notes, 1984-1986

Caldera
Caldwell
California Association of Latins in Broadcasting
California Community Foundation
California Portland Cement
Caliguiri, Thomas S.
Call, Asa
Callahan
Callanan Mortuary
CALNY, Inc.
Cal State Steel
Cal-Surance

Cambrone
Cam-Caq: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Camino Real Chevrolet

Canfield Foundation, C.F.
Cangelosi
Caniglia
Cannon
Cannon Foundation, James H.
Cantlay
Cantlen, James S.

[MS 9D3/11]

Cantlin

⁴ Marymount College Regent.
Cantos
Cappilino
Capers
Capital Guardian Trust
Capitol Records, Inc.
Capowski
Car: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Carnation Company
Carson

[MS 9D3/11b]
Carter Hawley Hall Stores
Caruso ('54), Richard A.: alumni questionnaire; news clipping, 1974; 2000

Casado Scholarship Fund, Frank: cor., 1994-1995
Casares

[MS 9D3/11c]
Casassa, Roland

Casassa, SJ, Charles S.: address transcription; bio. data; Christmas card list; death mass program; eulogy transcription; homily transcription; memo.; obit.; news clippings; news releases; reports, 1989

Casden, Alan
Case
Caselli
Casey
Cashen
Cashman Cadillac
Casino, USA

[MS 9D3/12]
Cassidy
Cassie
Castagna
Castaldi
Castelblanco
Castellon
Castellucci
Castenada
Castera
Castillo, Martin G.
Castle
Casterock Entertainment
Castrillon
Cas-Cg: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

Catalano
Catera Scholarship, Edna Van Wart
Catellus
Cathay Bank
Cathcart
Cattell (LLS ’71)
Catton (’41)
Cavalli
Cavanaugh
Cayetano (LLS ’71), Hawaii Governor Benjamin

[MS 9D3/12b]

CB Commercial Real Estate
Ce-Ch: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983
Cedarpine Foundation, Inc.

Cha-Chg: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Challenge-Cook, Bros.
Champlin
Chandler, Dorothy
Chartwell
Chausseur estate, Mary R.

Chi-Ck: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

[MS 9D3/13]

Chilton accounting: E.T. Watts; memo, 1972
Chilton exhibit, 1992
Chilton gift to Engineering College, T. Marie, 1970
Chilton: Deans’ Council minutes; memo.; news clippings, 1972-1992

Chutick Foundation Inc., Jack

[MS 9D3/14]

Ci-C1: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983
Ciklic, Peter
Cl-Com: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

Claremore Fund: memo.; profile card, 1970
Clark, Henry
Clark, Winnifred

Clarke, Athalie and Judge Thurmond (James Irvine Foundation): cor.; The Oaks Grand Prix program; luncheon program; news clippings; obit.; reports, 1960-1997

Clougherty, Bernard J. and Margaret Mary and family (Farmer John Brand): cor.; family profile data sheet; memo.; obit.; reports; strategy report, 1984-1997

[MS 9D3/15]
Cm-Cp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983
Coe Foundation: cor.; proposal, 1959
Colgate Palmolive Co., Inc., 1976
Collins Foods International, Inc.
Colson, Rodney5: profile card, nd
Con-Cop: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Coq-Cp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

Corey, Dorothy: obit; news clippings, 1979-1995
Cosgrove, John C, John D & John E. correspondence; donor data; obituary, 1974; 1997

[MS 9D3/15]

Cq-Cro: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Cq-Cz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983
Crp-Cz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

[MS 9D3/16]

D: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Da-Dd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983
Da-Dar: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Dakota Engineering, Inc.: cor., 1962
Darling
Das-Dd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
De-Dh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983
De Martina
Dea-Dek: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Dean Witter
Del: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Dem-Dh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

Desmond, Anna: cor.; Desmond family vital statistics list; Los Angeles County Clerk document receipts, Los Angeles Superior Court transcript, 1955-1956; 1962
Desmond’s Inc.6: cor.; Dun & Bradstreet report; profile card, 1963

[MS 9D3/17]

Di-Dl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Diltz
Dinner Levinson Company
Divizich, Peter: cor.; memo., 1967
Dm-Don: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Dm-Dp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983
Doheny Foundation, Carri Estelle
Doo-Dum: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984

5 Marymount College Trustee.
6 Cf. Fred B. Huesman.
Doolan, Jerome K.: bio. data; cor.; Doolan Hall dedication memorabilia; estate codecils; memorial programs; obit.; stock certificates (photocopies), 1991-1992

[MS 9D3/18]

Doolan, Jerome K.: bio. data; cor.; Doolan Hall dedication memorabilia; estate codecils; memorial programs; obit.; stock certificates (photocopies), 1991-1992

Douglas, Sr. and Jr., Donald W.: news clippings; obit.; prospect card, 1981-1990

Dq-Dz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1983

[MS 9D3/18]


Dumazert estate: cor., 1964
Dun-Dz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1983-1984
Dunne, Irene
Dunning, Geo
E: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ea-Ed: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ea-Ek: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Eagan, Dr. John C.: cor.; obit; prospect card; prospect sheet; receipt, 1968-1969

[MS 9D3/19]


Eq-Ez: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Erwin, Leon
Exxon

[MS 9D3/20]

F: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Fa-Fd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

---

7 Chair of Board of Regents, Loyola/Marymount of Los Angeles, Inc. and Regent Emeritus.
8 Chair of Board of Regents, Loyola/Marymount of Los Angeles, Inc. and Regent Emeritus.
9 Cf. Francis Griffin
Fa-Fh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ferris Foundation, Booth
Fe-Fm: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Fiala-Fiedler: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Field, Charlotte E.: Republic of Ireland Bonds; (2 ea.) Acknowledgement of Assignment certificate, 1930
Fields-Fl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Fiello
Fis-Flh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Fla-Flz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Fm-Fp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
FMC Foundation: brochure; memo.; profile card, 1966

[MS 9D3/21]
Fm-Fp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
FMC Foundation: brochure; memo.; profile card, 1966

[MS 9D3/21]
Fq-Fz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
G: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ga-Gad: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/22]
Ga-Gam: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ga-Gay: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Gan-Gar: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ge-Gh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Geo-Gh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Gersten, Jr., Albert H.: memo.; pledge card, 1986
Getty Foundation
Gi-Gi: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Gilmore Foundation
Gm-Gon: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Gm-Gp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Goo-Gp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/23]

---

10 Regent, Member, Commission on the Future of LMU and LMU Associates.
Goodwin, William E. (’43)\textsuperscript{11}: Alumni Association questionnaire; contact report; cor.; Distinguished Alumni Award nomination forms; mass announcement; obit., 1964-1996

Gg-Gre: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Gg-Gz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Graco Foundation: cor.; profile card, 1969
Gray, Frank E.: cor., 1966
Green Foundation, Burton E.: Contribution Reporting Forms; cor.; memo.; profile cards; receipt and agreement, 1979-1985
Green, Dolly\textsuperscript{12}: bio. data sheets; cor.; memo; news clippings; obit; reports, 1979-1990
Greenberg, Dan (Standard Brands Plant Co.): cor.; obit., 1981; 1998
Greenwall Foundation
Grf-Gs: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Griffin, Francis (Irene Dunne): biographic material; contribution reporting forms; cor.; memo.; news clippings, 1961-1987
Griffin, Z. Wayne
Gt-Gz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

\textbf{[MS 9D3/23]}

Guenther
Guerrieri Estate, Lewis: cor.; court transcripts; reports

\textbf{[MS 9D3/24]}

Guggenheim Foundation, Harry Frank: prospect card; report; news clipping, 1971-1983
H: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ha-Ham: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ha-Hap: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Haderlein
Haley Jr. Foundation, Jack, 1992
Hall, Geo. W.
Halls, Halsey
Hamilton, Joe
Hammond
Han-Har: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

\textsuperscript{11} LMU Associate.
\textsuperscript{12} Cf. Lilliore Rains and Burton E. Green Foundation.

Hancock, Marian Mullin: news clippings; obit.; tribute dinner program, 1990-1992

Hannah

Hannon Unitrust (living trust), Patrick and Mildred: alumni questionnaire; cor.; legal agreement; report summary, 1979-1980

Hannon, Jim

Hannon, Patrick ('38): Ascension Thursday guest list; award citation; bridal shower invitation; Ascension Thursday guest list; Contribution Reporting Form; cor.; meeting notes; emo; obit; patron list; prospect reports; real estate data; yearbook pages (photocopies), 1964-1994


Hasbro


Harney Foundation: cor.; data sheet; memo.; proposal; prospect card, 1970-1974

Hart Foundation, Alfred and Viola: cor.; Dun & Bradstreet Report; profile card; receipt, 1969-1975

Hart, Alfred M.: bio. data; cor.; memo.; news clippings; profile card; prospect form; tribute dinner program, 1969-1978

Hatcher, Julian
Hawkette
Hawkins
Hayden, Neil

He-Hh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Hearrean

Hearst Foundation, William Randolph: cor., 1985

Heckman, Howard L.: cor.; notes; prospect card, 1974

Heidt
Heilberg
Heintz

[MS 9D3/26]
Heintzelman Testamentary Trust, D.J.: legal notices; will, 1967-1997
Helwig, Arthur A.: bio. data sheet; Contribution Reporting Form; cor.; memo.; prospect card, 1978
Henningsen, Charles: alumni questionnaires; cor.; prospect card; receipt, 1965-1970
Hertz Foundation, Fanny and John: cor.; fellowship application; memo.; profile card, 1958-1971
Hess Estate, Francis L.: Alumni Association questionnaire; Contribution Reporting Form; cor.; legal notices, 1964-1978
Hg-Hok: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Hi-Hl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Higgins, Thomas

Hill Family Foundation, Louis W. & Maud: cor.; grant applications and proposals

[MS 9D3/27]

Hilton Foundation, Conrad N.
Hilton Hotel Corp, 1992-
Hilton, Richard

Hitachi
Hitchcock, Mrs. Thomas
Hm-Hr: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Hoberman
Hochman
Hoffman, Wayne
Hoffman, Edith Hobson\[13\]: cor.; memo.; obit; stock certificates (photocopies)

[MS 9D3/27]

Hogan

[MS 9D3/28]

Holmes
Honeywell Hoek
Hor-Hz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Huang-Hudson, 1982-1983
Huben-Hudson, 1983
Huber-Hutner, 1981-1982

\[13\] Regent.
Huesman, Fred B. ('33): Alumni University questionnaire; bio. data sheets; Contribution Reporting Form; cor.; legal notice; memo.; obit.; profile card; receipt, 1964-1991

Hueston-Huffman

Hughes
Hughes Aircraft

Hughes, Howard R.: “Living long is the best revenge”, Forbes; magazine article, 22 Apr 1996

Hughes, Howard R.: “Thanks, Cousin Howard”, Forbes; magazine article, 4 Nov 1996

Hughes, Howard R.: cor.; memo.; news clippings; profile card, 1968-1996
Hughes Electronics Mike Smith, -1997-

Hui-Huttinger
Husak
Hutton, Mary B.: cor., 1976-1977
Hydril-Hynes
Hyman, 1982

I: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
I-Iz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ia-Ino: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ia-Iz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/29]

Independent College of So Cal, 1998
Inp-Iz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Irvine Foundation, James

[MS 9D3/29]

J: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
J-Je: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Ja-Jd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ja-Jer: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984


Jeffries

[MS 9D3/30]

14 Trustee, Member, Commission on the Future of LMU and LMU Associates. Cf. Desmond’s Inc.
Ji-Jom: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ji-Jz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Jm-Jz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Johansing, Harry (‘34)\(^{15}\): biographic material; contribution reporting forms; cor.; memo.; news release; photographs, 1962-1983

Johnson, Louis
Johnson, Mrs. Luther (Rita): cor.; news clipping, 1969-1970
Jon-Jz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Jones, Fletcher
Jorgenson, John W.: bio. data; news clipping; obit., 1982-1990

Joslyn Foundation, Marcellus L.: annual report; cor.; data sheet; memo.; proposal; receipt, 1967-1993

Juda Foundation, Felix & Helen: bio. data; cor.; news clipping; prospect card, 1968-1995

[MS 9D3/31]

K: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ka-Kay: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982
Kaeser, Ernie J.(‘35): alumni questionnaire; obit., 1990
Kaye, Laurie: contribution reporting form, 1983

Ke-Kh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Kearney, Denis Bernard (‘30): bio. data; contribution reporting form; cor.; donor profiles; memo.; obit. photographs; reports, 1972-1997

Kearney, Denis Bernard (‘30): Eleanor Kearney portrait (oil); cor.; photographs, 1989

[MS 9D3/32]

Keck Foundation, -1997-

Keck, Howard B. (W.M. Keck Foundation): cor.; family tree diagram; news clippings; obit., 1988-1996


[MS 9D3/33]


\(^{15}\) Regent.

17
Kel-Kh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Kelly, James Francis ('37): cor.; donor profiles; obit.; notes; prospect form; questionnaire, 1978-1997


Ki-Kl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Ki-Ko: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Km-Kp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Knudsen, Valley Mary: clipping from Who’s Who in California; cor.; news clipping; obit.; prospect card, 1965-1977

Knudsen, Valley Mary: clipping from Who’s Who in California; cor.; news clipping; obit.; prospect card, 1965-1977

Kq-Kz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Kr-Ku: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Kr-Kz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Kranz, Frank 16: cor.; memo.; profile card; receipt, 1963-1970

Kq-Kz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Kresge Foundation

Kretschmar, Marion (Tendrich) 17: biographical data; contribution reporting forms; cor.; memorial resolution; news clipping, 1975-1987

Kroc, Joan

Kv-Kz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

KXLU listeners

L: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

L-La: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984


Leavey


16 Regent.
17 LMU Associate, Trustee and Regent.
18 Trustee.
19 Regent.
Levy Fund, Inc., Adele R.:
Li-Li: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Li-Lo: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Lilly Endowment, Inc.

[MS 9D3/37]

Lincy
Livingstone, Gale
Lm-Lp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Los Angeles Philanthropic Foundation
Los Angeles Rams
Lq-Lz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Lu-Ly: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Luce Scholarship, Clare Boothe
M: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
M-Man: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ma-Mah: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ma-Man: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
MacDonald Foundation, Inc., Marquis George: cor.; prospect card, 1963-1964

[MS 9D3/38]

Magnin, Cyril21: bio. data; contribution reporting form; receipt, 1975?-1978
Mai-Man: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/39]

Marks, David
Marlow, Fred W.: memo.; news clippings; obit.; prospect reports; report, 1923-1997

20 Trustee.
21 Trustee.
19
Martini
Mas-Md: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/40]

Mc: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Mc-McC: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
McCone, John: bio. data; cor.; memo.; profile card, 1967-1991
McKeever, Francis M. and Catherine O.: alumni questionnaire; bio. data;
cor.; memo.; obit.; pledge card; profile card, 1960-1977
McNulty, Dr. James: cor.; memo., 1978

[MS 9D3/41]

Me: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Me-Mel: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Memorial donors
Men-Mh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Merisel
Metcalf estate
Mi-Ml: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Mi-Mo: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Milkin

[MS 9D3/42]

Mitchell, Harwood
Mm-Moo: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Modigliani
Molitor, John J. (‘49)
Mop-Mt: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Morehart
Moret
Morrison
Mott
Mu-Mz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Muller

22 Col. of Com. & Fine Arts Faculty.
Murphy Foundation, Dan

Murphy, Dr. Franklin and Judith Harris: bio. data sheets; cor; news clippings, 1979-1998

[MS 9D3/43]

N: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Na-Nd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Na-Nh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Nakamichi

[MS 9D3/44]

NEH

[MS 9D3/45]

National Science Foundation

Ne-Nh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Nevins, Phil
Ni-Nl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ni-Nz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Nm-Nz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Norris Foundation
Northrup

[MS 9D3/46]

Norton Family Foundation
Notterman
Noyes Foundation, Jessie Smith, 1971
Nutrilite

O: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
O’Laughlin
O-Oz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Oa-Ok: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Odell Foundation
Oe-Oh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Oestreicher Foundation, Sylvan

[MS 9D3/46]

Oi-Ol: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Olin Mathison Chemical Corporation
102 Foundation

[MS 9D3/47]

Om-Oz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

P: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

P-Pe: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/48]

Pa-Pad: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Pa-Pag: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Papoulas, George

Par-Pd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Park

Parker Hannifin

Parvin Foundation, Albert B.

Pe-Ph: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/49]

Peck, Austin

Pelletier, A.C.: giving report, 1969

Pena, Federico

Peppard, George

Peppers Foundation

Pf-Pi: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Pfeiffer Research Foundation, 1963

Pi-Pik: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Pil-Pi: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Pil-Pp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Pm-Pp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Po-Pz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Poppa, Ryal

Pq-Pz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/50]

Q: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Q-Qee: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Q-Qz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Qa-Qz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

R: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Ra-Rd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Rains

Rains, William M. (Loyola College ’26): photocopy of page from yearbook, 1926

[MS 9D3/50b]
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Rains Memorial Fund, William M.: Liliore G. Rains; cor., 28 Dec 1950

[MS 9D3/51]

Rains Memorial Fund, William M.: President Casassa; cor., 1958

Rains, Liliore G.: list of contributions acknowledged, 1969

Rains, Liliore G.: Frank C. Hubbard and Gyte Van Zyl; forty million dollar gift; cor., 20 Nov 1985

Rains: Law school Regent Joseph J. Donovan; cor., 28 Dec 1950


Rains Estate, Liliore Green: Butterfield & Butterfield; auction program, 24 Jun 1986

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: Contribution Reporting Forms; cor.; estate proceeds reports; investment summary reports; legal notices; memo.; notes; probate proceedings report; tax reports, 1979-1987

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: cor.; death notice; memo.; tax schedule forms; will, 1985

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: cor.; distribution summary reports; lease agreement; legal notices; memo.; news clippings; news release; reports; residence hall dedication program; stock share tender notice, 1986-1997

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: cor.; estate portfolio review; financial statements; investment summary reports; legal notices; memo.; reports, Jan-Jul 1986

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: cor.; estate portfolio review; financial statements; investment summary reports; legal notices; memo.; reports; State of California Estate Tax Return; United States Estate Tax Return, Nov-Dec 1986

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: Citicorp Trust Investment Summary; reports; statements, 1988-1989

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: cor.; estate portfolio review; financial statements; investment summary reports; legal notices; memo.; reports, 1989

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: bio. data sheet; contact reports; cor.; Cree Oil Co. annual shareholders meeting agenda, memo.; minutes; news clippings; notices and reports, 1970-1997

Rains Estate, Liliore Green: cor.; donor profile report; investment summaries; legal notices, 1990

Rains, Liliore Green: cor., 1950-1958
Rains, Liliore Green (William M. Rains Memorial Fund): cor.; memo.; news clippings; profile card; thoroughbred horse breeding brochure, 1978-86

[MS 9D3/52]
Rains, Liliore Green: law school proposal, 1980
Rains, Liliore Green: last will and testament; codicil (photocopies), 1980
Re-Rh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Reg-Rez: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ren-Rio: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Richardson Foundation

Rh-Ri: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Richardson, Walter: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1984

[MS 9D3/53]
Ri-Rin: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Riordan, Richard: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1982-1984
Rios-Rl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Riv-Rob: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Rm-Roc: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Rm-Rp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Rockefeller
Rockport Fund
Rod-Rp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Roj-Ros: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/54]
Rose Hills Foundation
Rosecrans (cf. MS 9F11)
Rosenberg
Rossi
Rot-Ry: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Rq-Rz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Rudin
Runyon, Memorial Fund for Cancer Research, Inc., Damon: cor., 1964
Runyon, Memorial Fund for Cancer Research, Inc., Damon: Walter Winchell; cor., 1963
Ryan Aero: Arthur Hair; cor., 1965
S: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
S-Sar: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Sa-Sb: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

---

23 Cf. Burton E. Green Foundation.
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S
Sa-Sb: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Saga Food Corp.
San Chez, Belmont J
Santa Monica Bank
Sattler-Savage
Scaduto-Schmiedeskamp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Scarlett-Schmit: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Scarpelli-Schmidt: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Schmitz-Schnieders: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/56]
Schmitz-Scuderi: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Schnabl-Scully: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Schnieders, Edmund
Sc-Sd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Sca-Schn: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Schmehl, 1986
Schneiders,
Scho-Sd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Se: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Seago-Seidler: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: cor., 1968-1995
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: dedicatory plaque for science building; cor., 1967
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: donor prospect data sheets, 1975; 1987

[MS 9D3/57]
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: gift history summary list, 1972
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: invitations; programs; rosters, varia
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: news clippings; obituaries, 1964-1994
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: Nicholas A. Curry, "The Frank R. and Blanche E. Seaver Story", 1993
Seaver, Frank and Blanche: Pomona College Seaver Science Center; news clipping; program, 1965

Security Pacific National Bank
Sedor-Sheehan: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Servomation
Sf-Sh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Shea Foundation

[MS 9D3/58]
Shelburne-Sisneros: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Si-Sn: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Slotkin
Smith, William French
Snider, Rita
So-Sop: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
So-St: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/59]
Sosa-Stanley: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Sosilo
Southern Cal Gas Proctor, 1978
Sq-Ste: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Stanton-Stubbs: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Stauffer Trust
Stf-Stz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Striver

Strauss, Leonard H. (Thrifty Corp.): bio. data; cor.; news clippings; obit, 1982-1998
Student Bullpen Club-Szydlik: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Su
Su-Sz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Sutherland

[MS 9D3/60]
T: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ta-Td: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ta-Te: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Tabachnick-Textron Charitable Trust: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Tatum
Te-Th: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Tf-Tl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Thackery-The Touch Ross Foundation
Thomas, Danny
Thrifty Drug
Thurston
Ti-Tl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
TICOR Loebbecke
Times Mirror
Tm-Tp: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Tokunaga
Toomey

[MS 9D3/61]

Toyama-Troutman: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Tq-Trv: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Tq-Tz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Trujillo-Tyre: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Trw-Tz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Turk
Tyler

U: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Ua-Uz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Uniroyal Foundation
United States Steel
US Government

[MS 9D3/62]

University Scholarship Foundation
Unsorted pledge cards

V: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Va-Vd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Vadnais-Vermeire: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Valla
Van Hummell

[MS 9D3/63]

Ve-Vh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

27
Ve-Vl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Vi-Vl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Vm-Vz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Vogel

Von der Ahe

Von der Schmid-Vulin: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/64]

Voogd

W: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Wa-Wal: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Wa-Wd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Wade-Walsh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Walter-Wenker: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Wam-Wd: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Warshaw art collection, Louis

We-Weh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/65]

Weingart Foundation

[MS 9D3/66]

Weingart Foundation

We-Wer: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Wells, Frank

Werner, Gerald L. ('34)\(^2\)^: cor.; evaluation sheet; memo.; news release; pledge card; profile card; Regent info. sheet, 1951-1997

Werner, Gloria C.-Wicker: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D3/67]

Wiegand

Wes-Wh: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984
Wi-Wl: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

\(^2\) Regent.
Wickman-Wooldridge: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Wm-Wz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[WG 9D3/68]

Wong

Woolpert, Phil (’40)-Wurzell: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

X: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Xa-Xz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Xerox Foundation-Xitco: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Y: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Ya-Yz: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984


Yeary, Robert C.: bio. data; cor., 1975-1978

Z: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Za-Zx: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

Zak-Zwetow: contribution reporting forms and ack. cor.; memo., 1981-1984

[MS 9D4]

Series 4: Reports

unprocessed

G.A. Brakeley and Co., Inc.: Department of Public Information; report, nd
Policy Manual, nd
Profile summaries (B-K), nd
Profile summaries (L-Z), nd

Major gifts ($1,000 and above): lists, 1948-1970

Low Cost Insurance Gift: proposal report, 1959

Department report, 1960
G.A. Brakeley and Co., Inc.: "Principles of Fund-Raising., booklet, 1960

Department report, 1961
Gifts reports, 5 Dec 1961 - 30 Apr 1962

Department report, 1963

Foley Communication Arts Center and Strub Little Theatre: special report, 5 Sep 1963


Major gifts, 1966
Joslyn Foundation, 1967

G.A. Brakeley and Co., Inc.: correspondence; proposal, 1968

Education Funding Seminar: interviews; memoranda, 1970

G.A. Brakeley and Co., Inc.: "Fund-Raising Feasibility Study and Outline Plan of Action"; report, Sep 1974

A Report to the Presidents from the Office of University Relations, Jul 1971
Gifts reports, 1974-1976

Gift reports: summary, 1982-1987

Kennedy Sinclaire, Inc.: "The Economy of Giving", Nov 1964


[Map Case 4]

Prentiss French: Plan for the Future Development of Loyola University of Los Angeles (based on Pafford Jones & White topographic survey (1954), Apr 1956

Prentiss French: Master Grading Plan (based on Pafford Jones & White topographic survey (1954), Dec 1956

[MS 9D4]

Prentiss French: “Report to Accompany Master Plan For the Development of Loyola University of Los Angeles, California, 1956

[MS 9D4/2]

Reports, 1975; nd

Business Partners Prospect Report (pin-feed computer run), 23 March 1992

[MS 9D5]
Series 5: Special Counsel in Development and University Relations

Sub series a: Louis Quinn

Bulletin; grant schedule; news clipping; press release
Correspondence; memorandum; news release; reports, 1958-1959
Correspondence; memorandum; news release; reports, Jan-Jun 1960
Correspondence; memorandum; news release; reports, Jul-Dec 1960; nd
Correspondence; memorandum; news release; reports, 1961
Development Coordinating Committee
"The Discipline of Loyola's Development;" draft of speech, 25 Sep 1959
File of Friends: credit report; forms, nd
"Foundation for Judgment"; television script, 1959
The President's Administrative Conference; summary, 22-23 Jun 1959

The President's Convocation - Our Faculty's Role in Loyola's Future;
narrative; schedules, 23 Sep 1959

Program on the Development, 1961
Project 70
Reports, 1959

Schaefer, Arthur J., "Public Relations in Admissions and Registration":
(photocopy) Pride, Jan 1980

Statement of purpose; memorandum; samples, 1959

[MS 9D6]

Series 6: Assistant Vice-President of Development

Sub series a: David Thompson, 1963-1969

Agenda; announcements; brochure; correspondence; memorandum; news clipping;
news release; report, 1962-1969

Correspondence; memorandum, 1964

"Cultivation of the Big Donor; Jesuit Alumni Administrators Meeting Report, 7
Jul 1963

____, “History of the Development Department From 1961 to 1967 - Brief
Account of Plans for the Future”: outline, ca. 1967

Sub series b: John K. Riley, 1965-1968

25 Previously Director or Vice-President.
Announcements; correspondence; memorandum; reports, 1965-1966

Announcements; contributor lists; correspondence; memorandum; news releases; reports, 1967

Bechtel construction agreement; announcements; correspondence; memorandum; reports, 1967; 1968


Commonweal: Vol LXXXIV No.12, journal, 10 Jun 1966

Davis-MacConnell-Ralston, Inc.; "Program Development and Facilities Analysis; working draft report, ca 1967


Sub series c: Edmund A. Carlson, 1968-1975

Contracts; correspondence; lists; memorandum; reports, 1968-1975; nd


Correspondence; donor lists; governance report; memoranda; policy statement, Dec 1969-Oct 1970

[MS 9D6]

Sub series e: Richard W. Languirand, 1971-1972

Sub series f: Stewart M. Bachtelle, 1972-

Correspondence; memoranda, 1975-1976

Sub series g: Margaret Fay Baird, 1977-1982

Correspondence, 1980-1981

Sub series h: Paul H. Harris, 1982-1985

Sub series i: Gary A. Neiger, 1985-1986


Claritas Corp., The PRIZM HANDBOOK, 1990

32
Westchester/LAX Chamber of Commerce directory, 1991
Gift policies, 1989-

[MS 9D6k]

Sub series k: John S. Rogers, 1991-1995

The Campaign for Loyola Marymount
Campaign for Health, Recreation and Athletics

NCAA, 1992
Payden, 1992

Sub series l: Anthony A. Adams, 1995

[MS 9D6k]

Sub series m: Robert Giacovelli, 1997-1998

Capital campaign, 1997
CFA Council, 1998-

Sub series n: Marea Kelly, 1999

[MS 9D6o]

Sub series o: Melany Nunez ('90) Duval26, 1999-2004

Burns Rec Center
Christmas concert, 99
Cisco, 1999
Cor., Aug-Sep 1999
Cor., Oct 1999
Cor., Nov 1999
Cor., Dec 1999
Gift reports, 1999-2000
ICSC meeting, 99
Moley family, 1999-
Presentation kit, 1999

[MS 9D6o/2]

President Lawton Inauguration, 1999
President Lawton, 1999-

26 Accessioned 11/5/04 via Heidi Connolly
33
President Lawton, 1999-

Briefing profiles A-B, 2000-2001
Briefing profiles C-K, 2000-2001
Briefing profiles L-O, 2000-2001
Briefing profiles P-Z, 2000-2001

Budget, 00

Cor., Jan 2000
Cor., Feb 2000
Cor., Mar 2000
Cor., Apr 2000
Cor., May 2000
Cor., Jun 2000
Cor., Jul 2000
Cor., Aug 2000
Cor., Sep 2000
Cor., Oct 2000
Cor., Nov 2000
Cor., Dec 2000

Gift reports, 2000-2001
Grand Reunion, 2000
Grenzebach

Honor roll, 2000
Hope Leadership Fund, 00
ICSC, 00
Model Lion alum program, 2000
O’Malley Apartments, 2000
Special projects meetings, 2000


Staff retreat
Supplies, 2000
University Hall, 2000
VP Charles J. Rasberry: appointment of Asst. VP position by Duval; email announcement, 17 Nov 2000

Wine Classic dinner, 2000

[MS 9D6o/8]

Acad VP Jabbra meet, 01
Alumni Grand Reunion, 01

Briefing profiles A-F, 2001-2002
Briefing profiles G-L, 2001-2002
Briefing profiles M-O, 2001-2002
Briefing profiles P-Z, 2001-2002
Business card, 2001

[MS 9D6o/9]

Campaign budget, 2001
Charitable Insurance Pool, 01
Congresswoman Jane Harman’s visit, 01
Constituent based development presentation, 2001

Cor., Jan 2001
Cor., Feb 2001
Cor., Mar 2001

Cor., Apr 2001
Cor., May 2001
Cor., Jun-Jul 2001
Cor., Aug-Sep 2001

[MS 9D6o/10]

Cor., Sep, 2001
Cor., Oct-Nov 2001
Cor., 2001

Council for Aid to Education
Daimler Chrysler Build Your Dream Vehicle program, 2001
Donald E. Craig & Associates, 2001
Gift reports, 2001-2002

[MS 9D6o/11]

Gift reports, 2001-2002
Grenzebach
Grenzebach
Hilton McCauliff

LA philanthropic luncheon, 2001
Performing Arts center
Powerpoint presents, 2001
35
President’s prospects, 2001
Pride of Lions, 2001
Retreat
Retreat
Strategic planning, 2001

Regents’s budget
Trittle and Moore Scholarships, 2001
University Hall dedication committee, 2001

University Hall dedication committee, 2001
US News rankings, 2001-2002
Wine Classic dinner, 2001

Budget, 2000
Alvarado open house, 2002

Briefing profiles A-B, 2002
Briefing profiles C-F, 2002

Briefing profiles G, 2002
Briefing profiles H-L, 2002
Briefing profiles M-O, 2002
Briefing profiles P-R, 2002
Briefing profiles S-Z, 2002

Campus Master Plan, 02

Capital Campaign, 2002
Cathedral opening, 02
Cor., 2002

Cor., 2002
Development Updates, 2002-

Faculty Senate
Fieberg screening, 2002
36
Grenzebach

[MS 9D6o/17]

Grenzebach
Gift reports, 2002
Hannon tuition legacy, 2002
ICSC meeting, 02
Jesuit school “branding”, 2002

[MS 9D6o/18]

Lawton contact reports, 2002
Natl Philanthrophy Day, 02
Notre Dame HS, 02
Peer screening, 2002

[MS 9D6o/19]

Planning retreat
Powerpoint presents, 02
President’s Technology Committee, 2002
Presidential appointments and briefings, 2002
Regents
Reunion, 2002
Staff
Staff meetings, 2002

[MS 9D6o/20]

VISTAS editorial meet, 2002
VP search, 2002

Agenda, 2003
Cars for Causes, 2003
Center for Executive Learning, 2003
Communication and Fine Arts Council, 2003

Cor., 2003
Cor., Oct-Dec 2003
Cor., Jun-Sep 2003

Disney Hall opening project, 2003
Garvin, Sam and Rita, 2003
Gift reports, 2003-2004
Grand Reunion, 2003

[MS 9D6o/21]

Grenzebach

37
Grenzebach
Management Team meetings, 2003
Mexican American Alumni Association, 03
Naming policy, 2003
Powerpoint presents, 03
Prospects, 2003
Senior Development Staff, 2003
Sonoma, 2003

Staff meetings, 2003
TELACU, 03
Wine Classic dinner, 2003
Annual planning, 2004
Com and Fine Arts Development Director search, 2004
Cor., 2004
Council for Advancement and Support of Educationn (CASE) Peter Wylie, Data
Mining for Fund Raisers: presentation printout, 2004

Gift agreements, 2004
Grenzebach
Donor Relations Director Lauren Fortune, Benefactor List: Million dollar donors; list and memo., 2004

Napa, 2004
School of Education, 2004
Staff meetings, 2004
Thomas P. Kelly Student Art Gallery Fund, 2004

VISTAS editorial meet, 2004
Dicherchio
Roski
Grenzebach, 2005